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Abstract: Merapi volcano museum is a place to get some information about active 

mountain activities, the general public can access the website page at mgm.slemankab.go.id. 

Indeed, visitors are given easy access, but the information provided by the website is not 

fully complete, causing visitors to feel dissatisfied. Based on the results of a questionnaire 

from 40 respondents, it was found that 50.55% of website visitors did not get the 

information they wanted. Therefore, in this research, we built a Question Answering System 

(QAS) using the Named Entity Recognition (NER) method that has been implemented into 

Telegram. To improve the performance of the QAS system, testing and analysis has been 

carried out with a "white box" approach. The results show that the QAS system has 3 regions 

and 3 independent paths, with path 1 being 1-2-3-4-11, path 2 being 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-11, 

and path 3 being 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-9-10-11. Based on the results of this study, all three paths 

can produce the correct answer. 
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1. Introduction 

Museum is a place that is used to store or accommodate 

all kinds of historical relics that can be known and studied 

(Brown & Mairesse, 2018). Mount Merapi Museum is one 

of the places used as a means of knowledge about 

volcanoes. Indonesia is located in the Ring of Fire area, 

making Indonesia has 129 active volcanoes. This museum 

provides information related to Mount Merapi in the form 

of eruption relics, documentation, display of Mount 

Merapi's miniature artists, earthquake simulation rooms 

and so on. Along with the development of technology, the 

Mount Merapi Museum currently has a website with the 

name Merapi Volcano Museum (mgm.slemankab.go.id). 

The Merapi volcano museum website provides general 

information related to the museum and visitors can obtain 

this information by accessing the website, opening each 

menu tab on the website to get the information they are 

looking for, then visitors reading the information. The 

information available on the website cannot be obtained 

by visitors quickly and accurately, because visitors need 

to access one by one page on the website and find the 

desired information. 

Therefore, to obtain information that is concise and 

precise with what visitors want, a question-and-answer 

system is made that is able to provide answers in the form 

of information to visitors without having to open each 

menu tab page, so that visitors can quickly get information 

and understand the information (Gusmita et al., 2014). 

The system is expected to be able to display answers in 

the form of short text according to the questions that 

visitors have asked. One way is to build a Question 

Answering System with the object of the Merapi Volcano 

Museum so that it can make it easier for visitors to find 

answers to the information they are looking for quickly 

and efficiently. 

Question Answering System (QAS) or question and 

answer system is a system that can provide direct answers 

to users (Sapitri & Al-faraby, 2018). Question Answering 
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System provides correct and precise answers. In general, 

the question-and-answer system consists of three 

components, namely Question Analysis, Passage 

Retrieval and Answer Extraction. Named Entity 

Recognition (NER) method is the core of information 

extraction and involves processing of structured and 

unstructured documents (Yadav & Bethard, 2019). 

Identification expressions refer to people, places, 

organizations, companies, dates and times. Where the 

purpose of the Question Answering System (QAS) is to 

get and return the correct and appropriate answers to 

answer questions from users (Yu et al., 2020). 

Based on the description of the background above, a 

study was proposed by applying the Question Answering 

System with the Named Entity Recognition method in 

answering questions and getting answers directly and 

precisely with the title "Question Answering System with 

Named Entity Recognition at the Merapi Volcano 

Museum". 

2. Methods 

2.1 Information retrieval 

Information retrieval system according to another 

opinion is a process related to the representation, storage, 

retrieval, and retrieval of information that is relevant to the 

information needs of users (Khusna & Agustina, 2018). 

This statement indicates that the information retrieval 

system contains the process of storing, providing, 

representing, identifying, and searching or searching for 

relevant documents in a database, in order to meet the 

information needs of users. 

2.2 Question answering system  

Question Answering System (QAS) is a computer 

system with the ability to answer questions posed using 

natural language by utilizing natural language processing 

techniques, such as Information Retrieval and Information 

Extraction (Luan et al., 2019). The question-and-answer 

system aims to find the accuracy and consistency of 

answers to a question that is in accordance with the answer 

document. 

 

Fig 1. Flowchart of the proposed QAS 

 

QAS assist users in expressing information needs in a 

more specific and natural form, for example users want to 

know the price of admission to the Merapi volcano 

museum, users can provide input questions such as "When 

is the inauguration of the Merapi volcano museum?" on 

the QAS and the user gets output in the form of a text 

"Museum was inaugurated on October 1, 2009 by the 

Minister of Energy and Mineral Resources Purnomo 

Yusgiantoro" as an answer. It is different with Search 

Engines, if the user inputs the question above as a query, 

the search engine will return output in the form of a list of 

documents containing the query keyword, and to find the 

desired information or answer, the user must open, read, 

and filter every information in the document by carefully. 

The our proposed QAS framework can be seen in Fig. 1. 

2.3 Question analysis 

The stage for processing user questions according to the 

type of answer expected and to get keywords from the 

question. The questions given are related to the discussion 

related to the Merapi volcano museum in Indonesia. 

Question analysis is performed to determine whether the 

question sentence began with a question word and 

contains the question words what, when, where, and how 

much. The question pattern produces the target, context, 

and property, so that the question pattern and the answer 

pattern will be interrelated. Target answers based on what 

question words (object), when (time), where (location), 

and how much (count) they contain. The questions 

analysis can be seen in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Analysis of question  

FEATURE DESCRIPTION 

Question mark When ? 

Question 
When is the inauguration of the 

Merapi Volcano Museum ? 

Question Pattern (When) <T> <C> ? 

 

When <C> is Context, <T> is Target and <P> is 

Property 

2.4 Preprocessing 

In this research, data preprocessing is applied as 

cleaning unnecessary words by separating each word, 

removing affixes, and removing words that are not 

important in the document. The preprocessing stages are 

divided into four main parts including one, two three, and 

four. 

a. Text Normalization 

Text normalization is used to convert text from 

uppercase to lowercase, removing symbols and characters 

other than the alphabet except those that have been 

specified (Pramanik & Hussain, 2019). 

b. Tokenization  

Tokenization is the process of converting document text 

into words or tokens. The tokens are separated by a space 

parameter (Prasad, 2021). 

c. Stop-word Removal  

Stopword is a filtering process, a removal approach 

namely the removal of words that often appear in 

documents, such as words and, yang, or, and others 

(Ladani & Desai, 2020). 

d. Stemming 
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Please provide 4 to 6 keywords which can be used for 

indexing purposes 

Stemming is a process to get the meaning of the word 

by changing the token into the root word first. Stemming 

is done to change the form of an affixed word into a basic 

word to match the good and correct word structure in 

Indonesian (Bougar & Ziyati, 2019). The preprocessing of 

data text can be seen in Tabel 2.  

2.5 Answer extraction 

Answer extraction is the process of finding documents 

that contain candidate answers from a given pattern of 

questions. 

a. Document Segmentation  

Document segmentation is a process of converting 

candidate answer documents into sentences (Zhang et al., 

2021). This process uses a period as a marker between one 

sentence and another. The document segmentation can be 

seen in Table 3. 

 

Table 2. Text preprocessing process 

TOKENIZATION FILTERING STEMMING 

When When When 

Inauguration Inauguration Official 

Museum Museum museum 

Mountain Mountain Mountain 

Fire Fire Fire 

Merapi Merapi Merapi 

 

Table 3. Document segmentation. 

KEYWORDS QUESTION COUNT KEYWORDS ANSWER COUNT 

Official 1 Official 1 

Museum 
1 

Museum 
1 

2 2 

 

Table 4. Named entity recognition 

QUESTIONS WHEN IS INAUGURATION OF THE MERAPI VOLCANO MUSEUM? 

Pattern 

Question 

(when) 

<T> 

<C> 

<P> ? 

Answer 

Pattern on DB 

<QT> 

<E> 

<K> 

<J> 

Candidate 

Answer 

The inauguration of the museum was held on October 1, 2009 by the Minister 

of Energy and Mineral Resources Purnomo Yusgiantoro 

NER Pattern 

Answer 

[Inauguration-museum=object]held on[date-1-October-2009=time]by[Minister 

of Energy and Mineral Resources=object][Purnomo-Yusgiantoro=person] 

 

 

b. Number of Keywords  

After being a sentence separation process, then to the 

number of keywords process, which is a process of 

calculating the number of keywords that exist in each 

sentence (Wick & Puppe, 2018). The number of keywords 

process can be seen in notation (1). 

 

𝐾𝑗 ≥ |√𝐾𝑝 − 1| + 1
 

(1) 

2 ≥ |√2 − 1| + 1
 

 

2 ≥ 0.414 + 1
 

 

2 ≥ 1.414
 

 

 

where Kp is number of keywords in the question and Kj 

is number of keywords in the answer candidate. 

2.6 Named entity recognition 

Named Entity Recognition used to find and identify a 

number of entities from each candidate sentence such as 

person, location, time, object and count. Entities are based 

on existing question words such as "who" looks for a 

person entity, "where" looks for a location entity, "when" 

looks for a time entity (time), "what" looks for an object 

entity and "how" looks for a count entity. After the Named 

Entity Recognition process is carried out, the results of 

candidate answers are obtained, and if there are entities 

that do not meet the requirements based on the question 

words, they will not be processed. Analysis of NER can 

be seen in Table 4, where <T> is a Target, <C> is a 

Context, <P> is a Property, <QT> is a Question Tag, <E> 

is a Entity, <K> is a keyword, and <J> is a Answer. 

2.7 White-box testing 

The evaluation method is used to test how well the 

system finds and displays answers. This stage uses the 

white box testing method. White box testing is an 
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approach between testing derived from structural 

knowledge and software implementation. The white box 

uses the control structure of the procedural design 

(Syaikhuddin et al., 2018). There are four main stages of 

songho including flowchart notation, regions, 

independent path, cyclomatic complexity, test case design. 

a. Flowchart Notation  

Flowchart Notation (FN) is a program graph generated 

from mapping program flowcharts to represent the control 

flow of existing program logic (Ramos-Merino et al., 

2018).
 

b. Regions 

Regions (R) an area bounded by an edge and nodes. The 

area outside the graph is also a region (Azmi et al., 2018). 

c. Independent Path 

Independent Path (IP) is a path that traverses at least 

one new set of statements or a new condition in a program 

(Qiu et al., 2020). 

d. Cyclomatic Complexity  

Cyclomatic Complexity (CC) used to determine the 

number of independent paths which are the basic paths 

(Project, 2019). 

d. Test Case Design  

Test Case Design (TCD) is a set of scenarios that have 

been prepared so that the system to be tested can meet the 

conditions according to the test case (Garousi et al., 2020). 

3. Results and Discussion  

In this research, the dataset used is sourced from 

https://mgm.slemankab.go.id/. The dataset is stored in a 

question and answer system folder. The folder contains 4 

kinds of files, includes of object, time, location, and 

number folders. The data system architecture and 

flowchart of QAS system can be seen in Fig. 2 and 3. 

 

 

Fig 2. The architecture files dataset of QAS system  

 

Fig 3. Flowchart of the proposed QAS system 

 

As shown in Fig. 3, the testing begins in input or enter 

in the form of a question sentence. The question sentence 

begins with a question word which includes the words 

what, where, when, and how much. Furthermore, the 

system analyzes the questions that have been asked by the 

user. The question analysis stage is carried out to find out 

whether the question sentence contains a question word at 

the beginning of the sentence, if it has not started with a 

question word, the system will end and the user must re-

enter the question starting with a question word (what, 

when, where and how much). The question analysis 

process is used to determine the pattern of existing 

questions, namely the existence of targets, contexts and 

properties. 

 The next stage is text preprocessing, this stage is done 

to process the question sentences using the tokenization, 

stemming and filtering processes. Then proceed to the 

named entity recognition stage, this stage is carried out to 

identify and adjust the entities contained in the question 

pattern with the existing entities in the database and the 

engine for the named entity method. The entity in question 
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is what word looks for object entities, when to look for 

time entities, where to look for location entities, and how 

much to look for count entities. 

Show answers, at this stage the system will display 

answers that match the pattern of questions and entities 

that exist in the named entity. The answers displayed are 

in the form of museum-related information that has been 

stored in the system database. However, if the entity in the 

question sentence matches the entity in the named entity, 

the system will display the output "No answer found". 

a. Trial Question 

Question testing is done through a system where the 

user inputs questions to the telegram bot. The list of 

questions inputted into the telegram bot along with the 

accuracy of the answers generated by the system can be 

seen in Table 5, 6, 7, and 8. 

• For objects. Kinds of question is “what” can be seen 

in Table 5  

• For times. Kinds of question is “when” can be seen 

in Table 6  

• For locations. Kinds of question is “where” can be 

seen in Table 7  

• For counts. Kinds of question is “how much” can be 

seen in Table 8  

 

 

Table 5. Sample of users question of objects "what” 

QUESTIONS ANSWERS APPROPRIATE NO 

What is the history of the museum ? v - 

What is the profile of the museum? v - 

What are the museum collections? v - 

Is there a museum guide available? v - 

What are the museum facilities? v - 

What is the museum email? v - 

What information is there in the museum? v - 

What is the vision and mission of the museum?  v 

What's on the first floor of the museum? v - 

What's on the second floor of the museum? v - 

What are the areas in the museum? v - 

Is there a hotspot at the museum? v - 

What is the use of a museum home theater? v - 

What is the use of the museum auditorium? v - 

What souvenirs are available in the museum? v - 

What is the function of the open theater 

museum? 
v - 

What are the directions to the museum? - v 

 

Table 6. Sample of users question of times "when” 

QUESTIONS ANSWERS APPROPRIATE NO 

When o'clock open museums ? v - 

When is the museum open? v - 

When was the museum officially inaugurated? v v 

 

Table 7. Sample of users question of locations "where” 

QUESTIONS ANSWERS APPROPRIATE NO 

Where is the address for the museum? v - 

Where is the museum parking? - v 

Where is the home theater museum? - v 

Where is the museum's auditorium? - v 

Where is the museum kiosk? - v 

Where is the musholla of the museum? - v 

Where is the open theater museum? - v 
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Table 8. Sample of users question of counts "how much” 

QUESTIONS ANSWERS APPROPRIATE NO 

How much do museum tickets cost? v - 

What are the opening hours of the museum? v - 

How many areas are there in the museum? v - 

How big is the museum? v - 

How many years has the museum been operating? v - 

What is the phone number for the museum? v - 

What is the capacity of the museum's home theater? v - 

 

 

b. White-Box Testing 

System testing using white box testing is done by 

making test cases obtained from independent paths. The 

independent path is obtained by calculating the cyclomatic 

complexity value of the flowgraph. The flowgraph is 

based on the flowchart of the question-and-answer system. 

Fig. 3 for white box testing flowgraph. 

• Number of regions of the flow chart. 

• Cyclomatic complexity V(G) for flow chart 

V(G) = E – N + 2 

V(G) = P + 1 

Then: 

• Flowgraph has 3 regions. 

• V(G) = 10 edges – 9 nodes + 2 = 3. 

• V(G) = 2 predicate nodes + 1 = 3. 

So, the cyclomatic complexity for the flowgraph in Fig.  

2 is 3. A high cyclomatic complexity value indicates a 

complex procedure that is difficult to understand, test and 

maintain. The cyclomatic complexity risk value can be 

seen in Table 9. 

Table 9. Cyclomatic complexity risk value 

CC PROCEDURE RISK 

1 – 4 A simple procedure Low 

5 – 10 
A well-structured and stable 

procedure 
Low 

11 – 20 A more complex procedure Currently 

21 – 50 A complex procedure, alarming Tall 

>50 
An error-prone, extremely 

troublesome, untestable procedure 
Very high 

Question Answering System here according to the 

relationship of cyclomatic complexity and risk in a fairly 

complex procedure with a low level of risk. Based on the 

previous cyclomatic complexity calculation, an 

independent path will be determined. In this question 

answering system, there are 3 independent paths, 

including: 

Path 1 =  1-2-3-4-11. Description: The user inputs a 

question, then the question is analyzed. If no question 

word is found, the system stops and the user inputs the 

question again. The question must begin with a question 

word. 

Path 2 =  1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-11. Description: The user 

inputs a question, the analysis of the question sentence 

contains a question word at the beginning of the sentence, 

the question is processed, the system successfully finds 

the answer and is displayed. 

Path 3 =  1-2-3-4-5-6-7-9-10-11. Description: The user 

inputs a question, the analysis of the question sentence 

contains a question word at the beginning of the sentence, 

the question is processed, the system does not find an 

answer because the question pattern does not match the 

NER keyword entity. The 3 independent paths above will 

be tested with data, so that at least each independent path 

will be passed at least 1 time. 

c. Test Case 

Test Case Validation will be carried out by testing using 

the program. So, it is known that the expected results are 

in accordance with the results of the application. Testing 

case scenario can be seen in Table 10. 

Table 10. Test case scenario 

CODE INFORMATION 

V (Valid) 
indicates the component in the scenario has a 

true or valid value, so the system is successful. 

I (Invalid) 
indicates the scenario component has an 

incorrect or invalid value. 

• Independent path 1 

Test of scenario: 

Table 11. Independent test scenario 1 

SCENARIO NAME CONDITION 

Enter the question sentence 

Input the question 

sentence without starting 

with the question word 

Test of data: 

Table 12. Independent trial scenario 1. 

SCENARIO 

NAME 
ENTER THE QUESTION SENTENCE 

Data 
Since when was the museum 

inaugurated? 

Expected 

results 

The system displays "the sentence does 

not start with a question word, please 

repeat your question..." 

Results 
Show "the sentence does not start with a 

question word, repeat your question..." 

Validation v 

• Independent path 2 

Test of scenario: 
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Table 13. Independent test scenario 2. 

SCENARIO NAME CONDITION 

Enter the question sentence 

Input the question 

sentence starting with the 

question word 

Test of data: 

Table 14. Independent trial scenario 2 

SCENARIO 

NAME 

ENTER THE QUESTION 

SENTENCE 

Data When was the museum inaugurated? 

Expected 

results 

The system performs an answer 

search and displays the answer 

Results The system displays the answer 

Validation v 

• Independent Path 3 

Test of scenario: 

Table 15. Independent test scenario 3 

SCENARIO 

NAME 
CONDITION 

Enter the question 

sentence 

The question sentence input begins 

with a question word, but the 

question pattern does not match the 

NER keyword entity. 

Test of data: 

Table 16. Independent trial scenario 3 

SCENARIO 

NAME 

ENTER THE QUESTION 

SENTENCE 

Data 
Since when was the museum 

inaugurated? 

Expected 

results 
The system displays “No answer” 

Results Show "No answer" 

Validation v 

 

d. Test Case Results  

For the case results can be seen in Table 17. 

Table17. Test case results. 

SCENARIO SCENARIO RESULTS TEST RESULT IN ACCORDANCE 

Enter the question sentence You're welcome You're welcome v 

Enter the question sentence You're welcome You're welcome v 

Enter the question sentence You're welcome You're welcome v 

 

 

Based on the Table 17, from the test results on the 

system, after being tested using data in the form of 

question sentence input with various possibilities, 3 test 

tests are valid or in Path with expectations. 

4. Conclusion 

A question and answer system has been built using the 

named entity recognition approach in the system. Named 

entity recognition is a process to find answers. 

Preprocessing is done for tokenization, filtering and 

stemming. The extraction results are then displayed as 

answers to the questions that have been asked, then tested 

using the white box testing method. From the test, 3 

regions and 3 independent paths were obtained, with Path 

1 = 1-2-3-4-11, Path 2 = 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-11, and Path 3 = 

1-2-3-4-5-6-7-9-10-11.  

The results of this study show that there are three paths 

that can return the correct answer to each user who asks. 

Based on the results of this study, it can be concluded that 

this method can provide the information needed by the 

user. 
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